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LL4433V / LL5433V / LLJ5433V / LL6433V Global Data Privacy Law 
 
Course Description 
 
Individuals today face increasing risks to the privacy and security of their personal information and 
there are growing concerns over how such information may be used or misused. Many countries have 
enacted new data privacy laws, or amended their existing laws, in recent years to enhance the 
protection of individuals’ personal information. While there are often many similarities in the specific 
requirements of such laws, countries’ objectives and approaches often differ with some focusing 
primarily on the protection of individual rights and freedoms, others emphasising the role of data in 
the digital economy and cross-border trade and yet others leveraging their laws to enhance national 
security and promote national development. Companies operating globally are thus required to 
navigate an increasingly complex legal environment. 
 
This module will explore the main themes and approaches in global data privacy law in light of various 
international frameworks (OECD, APEC, ASEAN) and a cross-section of national laws from North 
America, Europe and Asia. This module will also examine mechanisms for cross-border transfers of 
personal information and consider how companies address data privacy issues in a global context.  As 
this area of law continues to face new challenges arising from developments in business and 
technology, this module will conclude by examining the role of data privacy laws in regulating digital 
technology, AI and machine learning and cybersecurity.  
 
Learning outcomes  
 
Students are expected to acquire: 
• A critical understanding of the main themes underlying data privacy laws around the world. 
• Familiarity with international data privacy frameworks and the main elements of laws in major 
jurisdictions. 
• Deeper understanding of laws in at least one jurisdiction through independent legal research. 
• A capacity for critical reflection on the ambit of government regulation of data privacy in light of 
developments in laws, technology and society. 
• A capacity to evaluate the development of laws and public policy in an international context. 
 
Syllabus 
 
1. Introduction: A brief history of data privacy law from 1948 to the present, a survey of laws and 
frameworks around the world (introducing the rest of the module), an introduction to the main 
themes of data privacy and core concepts including the definition of personal information. 
 
2. International Data Privacy Treaties and Frameworks: Comparing the approaches and main 
principles of the treaties of the Council of Europe and African Union and privacy / data protection 
frameworks of the OECD, APEC and ASEAN. 
 
3. Protection of Fundamental Rights and Liberties in the EU (I): Key principles and provisions of the 
EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). 
 
4. Protection of Fundamental Rights and Liberties in the EU (II): Application of the EU’s GDPR in 
selected cases; cross-border transfers of personal data under the GDPR. 
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5. Accountability and the Protection of Privacy in Canada and the EU: Key principles of Canada’s 
Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act; accountability, privacy by design and 
data protection impact assessments; practical aspects of data privacy compliance in the EU and 
Canada. 
 
6. Data Privacy in ASEAN: Comparing the laws of the Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore and 
Thailand. Challenges of regional harmonization; ASEAN’s Framework on Digital Data Governance. 
 
7. Protecting Consumer Privacy and the Reasonable Expectation of Privacy in the US (I): Key 
principles and application of the US Federal Trade Commission Act and selected federal laws relating 
to privacy; key principles of US common law relating to privacy. 
 
8. Protecting Consumer Privacy and the Reasonable Expectation of Privacy in the US (II): Key 
principles and provisions of the California Consumer Privacy Act and selected State laws relating to 
protection of privacy. 
 
9. Data Protection and Data Security, Data Localisation and Data Sovereignty: The (so-called) “Third 
Way” in China and “Fourth Way” in India – new and upcoming data privacy laws in China and India.  
 
10. Privacy of Healthcare Data and Use in Biomedical Research: Laws and frameworks relating to the 
processing of individuals’ healthcare data and biomedical research. 
 
11. Data Privacy and Cybersecurity: Comparing the regulation of data privacy and the regulation of 
cybersecurity, particularly in relation to the main themes, approaches and principles. Impact of data 
breaches and the role of data privacy in promoting information security. 
 
12. The Future of Data Privacy: The role of data privacy in regulating research, data analytics, AI and 
machine learning; revisiting the main themes of data privacy and prospects for regional or global 
harmonisation. 


